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Declare aelmatrix in 8 to be minal if it cannot

be written as the sum of two non-zero matrices in 6.

Then the minimal 81-matrices inO Span 8 and are

linearly independent. L

18 B ... Bm is a basis for 6 , we arrange it so the

elements are ordered texicographically· This justifies the

use of 'unique in the statement of the theorem.



⑭
·

If B... Bm is the canonical basis for 8
,
then I is a

sum of basic elements (and these are necessarily diagonal).

If I is actually a basis element , then 8 is said to be

homogeneous. Two claims:

Lemma A commutative schevent algebra is homogeneous

Lemma If the coherent algebra- is homogeneous, all matrices

in I have constant row sum. El



If So is a permutation group, then Comm (6) is homogeneous

if & only if G is transitive. If G is transitive, the orbitals

of G are the basis for Comm(6). (Note that even if G

is transitive, Comm(G) need not be commutative.)

A commutative coherent algebra is. usually referred

to as an association scheme.



set of
The elements of the carenical basis of a

X

coherent algebra is known as a coherent configuration.
This is a setB- <Bi .... Bm) of e-matrices such that

If itj , then E; B; -C

() B;
"E B Vi

([Bi = 5
T

(d) I is a sum of elements in B .



Integr
(e) there are scalars Pigly) such that

Bi Bj = &Bi,y (b)B.



Isemorphisms of coherent algebras



An algebra is a ring , and sc homomorphisms of algebras

are ring homomorphisms. However coherent algebras have

extra structure
,
so more detail is needed.

An isemarphisms from a coherent algebra - to s

conerend algebra D is a linear map such that :

Cal & is a ring hemamorphism

(b) B(AoB) = B(A)op(B),



M algebra ofmadvices
What are the linear maps M=M.

1

Typical : M-AMA meck similarity

M -> AME

M = PAMEr :

↓

Like to say : invertible line map st similarity

Neether-Skoler



Lemma 188 :6-8 is a homomorphism ofcoherent

algebras , then $(S) =9.

Proof We have (5) = p(505) = p(5)p(j) and so p(y)

is a simabrix. Further up (5)=B(u5)=. p(5 Y) =B(j) and

so eachrow ofp(5) sums to n .

Hence B(T) = [. #



There are two special kinds of isomorphisms

of coherent algebras :

) Similarity : there is an invertible matrix

such B/M) - SMS
,

OM
.

(2) Permutation equivalence : as in (1) , but withS

· permutation matrix



Whatever version of isomorphism we use,

an isomorphism : ->8 maps the canonical basis

of I to that of 8.

If X &Y one strongly regular graphs with the

same parameters, their coherent algebras are

similar. 1 A 5 -I-A



Lanbun permutations



A quarbum automorphism of X is a quantum

permutation o such that magic unitary

P(A(ja) = (A/**Ed)&

If X is a second graph and

P(A(DIal) - (A(Y)-Ed)O

then X & Y are quantum isomorphol .



LemmaIf O is a quantum permutation then it is unitary.

Also P(jvId) = JeId E

Lemma 1f O and 2 are quantum permutations, so art PB2 & PH2

If P & & commute with ALX) , so do P&2 and Poe . E

We define the quantum automorphism group ofX to be

the set of quantum permutations that smmute with AS.



Theorem If O is a quantum isomorphism of index d from

X to Y and O is a did density matric , then <P
.
O) is

e fractional isanorphism from X to Y.

If AR = RE
,
then ARN-RERT; as ROR i symmetric,

A & RD: commute
.

Corellary 18X is controllable
,
its quantum automorphism

group is trivial.



Theorem The commutant of a set of quantum permutations

oforder non is Schur- closed.

ProofIt suffices to prove this when the set is a singleton.

The ij -block of (MOT)O is
ca lar- prejection
E Micr Prj
p

and by hypothesis , this is equal bo the it block of 8(me51 :

PirMuj



Now (MaN)in
b

&MirPrj &NisPa = & (MirNir) Prj

and the right side here is the ij-block of ((MON)c1)P. Similarly

& Maj Pic
,
3NsiPis - & (MriNrj) Pin

Since the left sides of the last two equations are equal,

the result follows E

(MON)el - Smm(D)



Lemma Let8 be a quantum permutation. The

Commutant of O is closed
.

ProofSince the entries of 8 are Hermitian .

18 (M***l = &ParM*y = [CPxMry)
*

- (0(MI)
*

and so if O and MOS commute

(0(M*1)
,
)
*
= ((M**1) P)u

,y



Hence MeIt(mmP) if a and only it MoteCom (P)· W

Corollary The communtant of a set of non quantum

permutations is a coherent algebra.

You should show that the commutant is transpose closed

if i only if it is -closed.



Ank(X) = perms in GmmA) 1 pumsic hmm(5)

-perms in Com /A, 5)

- ... Coherend algebra generated by A &S



Group Rings


